Hi Creative People!

KASKUS Networks, the largest online community in Indonesia is hiring some awesome roles opening that suitable for you:

- Copywriter
- Associate Producer
- Brand Strategist

If you are interested for those position, let’s join with our team and make a new breakthrough in the midst of pandemic with us! Send your latest CV and portfolio to amalia@kaskusnetworks.com. Our team will contact you for the further discussions, if you are the good one.
UI/UX Designer - Kompas.id
Kompas Gramedia
Jakarta, Indonesia – Full time
deadline of application is on 30 Apr

Job Description
Responsible for designing and developing digital products through user experience research and recommendations to achieve business goals and increase user satisfaction.

What you will do:
- Translating the product vision through research, sketching, prototyping, user-testing, and iteration related to digital product design
- Designing user flows, wireframes, mockups, and high-fidelity product prototypes according to the UX concept for Kompas digital products.
- Propose a design system that can be used as a reference for the design of Kompas digital products.
- Designing with a high level of usability and aesthetics, in accordance with the product style guide, and can advance product usability and design using relevant methods
- Designing interface element (UI) graphics according to design guidelines in order to increase product usage with appropriate design methods
- Prepares all design assets for submission to the developer.
- Maintain good relationships with the team and related units in the implementation phase.

Minimum Qualifications
Requirements:
- Bachelor degree, preferably majoring in visual communication design, communication science, or information technology
- 3 year experience in UI / UX, graphic design, or information technology, specifically digital product development

Knowledge & technical skills that must be mastered (skills / knowledge):
- Have the ability in the UX design process and do User Research
- Have the ability to design research methods, and be able to read research results and data analytics.
- Have skills regarding prototype applications (UX Pin or Sketch)
- Have skills regarding Wireframing and User Flows
- Have the ability to create a Design System
- Having skills in HTML, CSS, Javascript is preferred
- Have a deep understanding of UX Design for Complex Workflows
• Proficient in Photoshop and Illustrator
• Has a high standard of output and is able to see all opportunities critically.

Perks and Benefits:
Work from Home

Jobs Summary
Job level
Associate / Supervisor
Job category
Media and Creatives
Educational requirement
Bachelor’s degree graduate
Office Address
Menara Kompas, 20A, Jalan Palmerah Selatan, Jakarta Pusat 10270, Indonesia
Industry
Media Production
Website
http://www.kompasgramedia.com

APPLY NOW
Marketing Communication
Kompas Gramedia
West Jakarta, Indonesia - Freelance
deadline of application is on 2 Apr

Job Description
• Handle internal and external partnership communication
• Handle event, branding and product development

Minimum Qualifications
• Minimum hold a Bachelor Degree in Communication fields
• Able to work in team and hard worker
• Have working experience in marketing communication is preferred
• Confident and dynamic personality
• Strong analytical and project management skills
• Good at writing Press Release
• Have a creative mindset
• Advanced in using Adobe Premiere (Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop)

Jobs Summary
Job level
Entry Level / Junior, Apprentice
Job category
Media and Creatives
Educational requirement
Bachelor's degree graduate
Office Address
Industry
Media Production
Website
http://www.kompasgramedia.com

APPLY NOW
KOMPAS GRAMEDIA

Campaign Strategist Parapuan KG Media
Kompas Gramedia
Central Jakarta, Indonesia - Full time
deadline of application is on 30 Apr

Job Description
• Develop and execute campaign strategy based on consumer and customer insights
• In charge to create strategy that can develop our brand's story
• Conducting trend analysis to develop strategic plans
• Collaborating with relevant teams to execute campaign

Minimum Qualifications
• Minimum 3 years of experience in handling campaign brand
• Experience in Marketing or Brand Planning
• Strong in conceptualization and analytical thinking
• Strong in capturing trend
• Fluent in English

Jobs Summary
Job level
Entry Level / Junior, Apprentice
Job category
Sales and Marketing
Educational requirement
Bachelor's degree graduate
Office Address
Industry
Media Production
Website
http://www.kompasgramedia.com

APPLY NOW
Senior Product Manager Kompas.id
Kompas Gramedia
West Jakarta, Indonesia - Contractual
deadline of application is on 27 Apr

Job Description
What you'll do:
Define the vision and strategy to execute Kompas.id's (website and app) product development, according to the best user experience

Minimum Qualifications
Requirements:
- Bachelor degree from Communications, Business, Information Technology, or any related field
- Have 4-5 years experience in product development
- Experienced in media industry would be an advantage
- Able to communicate concept and implement ideas in product development
- Experienced in managing team
- Expert in data analytics, agile product management and wireframing
- Able to do advance research, analyzing data and implementing research methods

Jobs Summary
Job level
Associate / Supervisor
Job category
Media and Creatives
Educational requirement
Bachelor's degree graduate
Office Address
Industry
Media Production
Website
http://www.kompasgramedia.com

APPLY NOW
MAKE HISTORY WITH US!
We’ve chosen to do something incredible. We’re totally transforming our business and building our future on smoke-free products with the power to improve the lives of a billion smokers worldwide. Meanwhile our commercial team is transforming conventional sales channels with our SRC which is becoming the biggest retail community with more than 120,000 well-known retail stores throughout Indonesia (https://src.id/)

With huge change, comes huge opportunity. So, wherever you join us, you’ll enjoy the freedom to dream up and deliver better, brighter solutions and the space to move your career forward in endlessly different directions.
We are looking for Commercial Executive based in Jakarta.

HOW CAN YOU MAKE HISTORY WITH US?
You will be part of our Commercial organizations to deliver overall product deployment and development strategy. Contributing your expertise and learning capability to perform professional analysis to identify business opportunities, challenges, and insights.

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
- Min 3-4 years experiences related with in Business planning & development, product growth, corporate strategy, key account management, etc.
- Fluent in English is a mandatory, both written and verbal
- Strong Analytical thinking and Business perspective
- Ability to learn and integrate complex information into key insights through data and communicate in clear, concise fashion to related stakeholders
- Having digital knowledge / experience would be an advantage

WHAT WE OFFER
Our success depends on the men and women who come to work every single day with a sense of purpose and an appetite for progress. Join Sampoerna and you too can:
- Seize the freedom to define your future and ours. We’ll empower you to take risks, experiment and explore.
- Be part of an inclusive, diverse culture, where everyone’s contribution is respected; collaborate with some of the world’s best people and feel like you belong.
- Pursue your ambitions and develop your skills with a global business – our staggering size and scale provides endless opportunities to progress.
Are you up to the challenge? What are you waiting for?

Apply today and let’s #MakeHistory together.

**Seniority Level**
Mid-Senior level

**Industry**
Tobacco

**Employment Type**
Full-time

**Job Functions**
- Management
- Business Development
- Sales

[Apply]
About the job
Founded in April 2010 by a group of technology enthusiasts led by serial entrepreneur Mr. Lei Jun, Xiaomi is the Youngest Fortune Global 500 company | No.3 Smartphone Brand in the world | World’s Leading Consumer AIoT platform with a market cap of close to $100bn. Xiaomi now has presence in 90+ overseas markets, of which in more than 50 of them Xiaomi is ranked within the top 5 smartphone brands and is one of the most loved consumer electronic brands globally.

Our mission is to relentlessly build and provide amazing products at honest pricing so everyone can enjoy improved lifestyle through technology. We offer innovation for everyone and we value passion, sincerity, and honesty.

Whether you are a gadget enthusiast, smart home believer or in general excited about technology industry, Xiaomi Indonesia is a wonderful global platform for you to realize your true potential. Be a part of our fast-growing and dynamic team and have the chance to lead and contribute to our tremendous growth in Indonesia!
We are looking for a Store Partnership & Expansion Assistant Manager for our Retail team.

Responsibilities:
- Identifying new location for future developments, doing feasibility studies, formulating market strategy/project positioning, planning, and solving any compliance issues
- Designing development, project planning and implementation
- Overseeing the analysis and management of the renovation budget
- Monitoring all expenditures
- Managing plan, set up meeting and communication with partner

Requirements:
- Bachelor degree in marketing, business administration or equivalent
- Candidate with 8+ years working experience on mobile phone industry
- Rich experience at retail marketing of mobile phone in opening new store
- Strong interpersonal skill such as leadership and communication skill
- Able to select, develop and motivate their team to maintain the company’s overall objectives
- Manage partnership and give win-win solution to partner
- Good English communication skills
- Experience in open a new store and understand material development
- Able to manage contracts and have a strong network of vendors

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2433046180/?refId=g0teYpFxbmgvmVBpsgF08Q%3D%3D&trackingId=270uE443ERwbGOynOS%2BC5Q%3D%3D
KABELMETAL INDONESIA

ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR  
PT KMI Wire And Cable Tbk

Job Function : Accounting, Finance  
Job Level : Supervisor  
Work Experience : 3  
Major : Accounting  
Degree : Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree

Jl. Raya Bekasi KM 23,1 - Kota Adm. Jakarta Timur

Requirements  
- Minimum 3 years experience in Accounting  
- Having experience in Manufacturing and KAP is an advantage  
- Detail oriented and strong analytical thinking

Responsibilities  
- Manage and oversee the daily operation of accounting activities  
- Handling general ledger, inventory control, cash control, balance sheet, profit and loss.  
- Provide monthly financial reports (Internal and External)

About the Company  
Headquarters : East Jakarta  
Office Hour : 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM  
Industry ; Electronics Manufacturing

Company Summary  
The Company was established on January 19th, 1972 as PT Kabelmetal Indonesia by Kabel-und Metalwerke Guetehoffnungshuette AG, a German company that later on was known as Kabelmetal Electro Gmbh. Its first commercial products were launched in 1974 bearing the well-known KABELMETAL brand. The Company was publicly listed on Indonesia Stock Exchange in 1992.  
Since mid 2007, while maintaining the “kabelmetal Indonesia” brand for domestic market, the Company introduced “KMI Wire and Cable” brand in overseas market. Then, effective from September 1st, 2008, the new overseas brand became the company name PT KMI Wire and Cable Tbk.  
The Company is one of the qualified suppliers of power cables to PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara (Persero), the state owned electricity company. The company is also a major cable supplier to
private and industrial sectors, namely oil and gas, mining, various industrial and many others, either directly or through its nation-wide chains of distributors and resellers.

The Company was awarded ISO 9002 for its cable production in 1995 and for its newly established Aluminum and Copper Casting in 1996. It was followed by ISO 14001 in 1997 for its environmental management system and ISO 9001 for design control of cable production in 1998. The Company has adopted and certified the latest update of Quality Management System ISO 9001 version 2015 which specify the requirement of continual improvement and risk management on implementation. In early 2007, the Company acquired OHSAS 18001 and simultaneously SMK3 (the Indonesian version) for occupational health and safety system. All of Management Systems implemented in this company are regularly assessed yearly.

Strategic cooperation with various international manufacturers have been developed to extend the product range and to optimize the company’s machines utilization.
WE ARE HIRING!

JOIN OUR TEAM

- Brand Manager - Adidas
- Brand Manager - Momami
- Associate Brand Manager - Nuby
- Associate Brand Manager - Toys
- Key Account Manager - Amazingraze

For more details, please visit
https://careers.kanmogroup.com/

recruitment@kanmogroup.com  kanmo.career
WE'RE HIRING!

Sales Executive
East Indonesia

- Bachelor degree in any major from reputable university
- Having 3 years working experience in Sales with the last position as Area Sales Supervisor
- Preferably having experience in Baby & Toys Product
- Possess strong written and verbal communication in English
- Willing to travel
- Excellent in interpersonal skill, with ability to work independently or in a team
- Strong analytical skill (data and reporting), negotiation skill, and leadership skill
- Preferably homebase Makassar

Visit our career page for more info: careers.kanmogroup.com/jobs
We Are Hiring!

Sales Executive - East Indonesia
Trade Marketing Manager
Associate Brand Manager - Nuby
Brand Manager - Toys
Demand Planning Associate Manager
Account Receivable Executive
Tax Assistant (Temporary 6 months)
Trainer Executive - Footwear Active
Trainer Executive - MC & ELC
IT Security Senior Executive
Legal Senior Executive
Multimedia Specialist Assistant
Digital Designer Assistant
Graphic Design Assistant - Kids & Baby
Business Process Intern

For more info please visit our career page:
careers.kanmogroup.com/jobs
We Are Hiring!

- Digital Web Content and Creative Manager
- Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Kids Fashion
- Digital Marketing Manager (Paid)
- Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Toys
- Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Babies & everything
- Digital Business Analyst (CX/UX) Associate Manager
- CRM & Loyalty Manager
- Online Trading / Merchandising Executive - HTT
- Mobile App Developer Associate Manager
- Website Support Manager
- Graphic Design Intern
- Fulfillment Operation Executive
- Reporting & Data Analyst Executive
- Store Fulfilment Operations Executive
- SEO Executive
- Digital Marketing Executive - Adwords
- Digital Marketing Paid Executive - Sosmed
- Digital Marketing Executive - Affiliates and Partnerships

For more info please visit our career page: careers.kanmogroup.com/jobs
We Are Hiring!

Brand Manager – Adidas
Merchandiser Executive – Adidas
Brand Manager
Merchandiser Associate Manager
Marketing Executive
Merchandiser Executive – ELC
Merchandiser Admin – Gingersnap
Merchandiser Executive – Havaianas
Visual Merchandiser – Justice
Graphic Designer Intern
Brand Manager – Baby Food (Momami)
Marketing Communication Manager – Mothercare
Social Media Executive – Mothercare
Sales Executive – Nespresso

For more info please visit our career page:
careers.kanmogroup.com/jobs

Kanmo Group  www.kanmogroup.com  @kanmo.career
INDOMOBIL GROUP

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Education / Experiences:

Candidate must possess at least Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science/Information Technology, Engineering (Computer/Telecommunication), Engineering (Electrical/Electronic), Engineering (Industrial), Engineering (Mechanical), Mathematics, or equivalent.

Roles & Responsibilities

- The primary function of Software Developer/Analyst position is to design, develop, and maintain business applications. The applications may be new or may be modification to existing applications.
- This developer will work in a team environment to meet with business process experts to understand and document business requirements.
- From these requirements the team will design and develop functional and technical specifications for custom built analytical and/or operational applications.
- The team will then code, test, document, implement, and maintain the application. Training of the end users of the application may also be required.

Qualification

- Have good analytical and logic skills; really like and enjoy programming work; have good communication skills; ability to work autonomously as well as in a team environment.
- More than 2 year of experience working with VB.NET; VB script; Crystal Report, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS).
- Strong skills in Microsoft .NET Core Concepts and Architecture; Internet Information Server (IIS); Microsoft Transaction Server(MTS); and HTML.
- Having experience in web services concept (ex: REST) and JSON.
- Deep knowledge of SQL and associated utilities and tools.
- Microsoft Operating Systems.
- MCAD - Microsoft Certified Application Developer preferred.
- Having experience MVC is a plus.
- Having good passion in work and good learning attitude.

Apply

https://www.indomobil.com/careers
INDOMOBIL GROUP

IT DATA CENTRE

Education / Experiences:

Candidate must possess at least Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science/Information Technology, Engineering (Computer/Telecommunication), Engineering (Electrical/Electronic), Engineering (Industrial), Engineering (Mechanical), Mathematics, or equivalent.

Roles & Responsibilities

- Coorporate in team
- Ensuring Monitoring, Analysis, & Recommendations (including systems performance, capacity planning, systems enhancement, problem management, security system)
- Ensuring System implementations, maintenance & improvement in Data Center (Hardware, Software, LAN/WAN, UPS, PAC, FM200), including administration processes & security to support the smoothness of IT operational system.
- Responsibilities on making daily, weekly and monthly report
- Sharing knowledge with team about technologies update

Qualification

- At least 2 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position
- Having knowledge on:
  - Operating System (Win Server, Win 7, Win 10 and linux)
  - System active directory, Microsoft exchange, Symantec backup system, Windows file sharing, ISA proxy server.
  - LAN and WAN technologies.
  - Routing and SwitchingTechnologies (OSPF, EIGRP, PBR, VLAN, RSTP etc)
  - Security Solutions (Firewalls, VPN, IPSec, SSL, etc )
  - Installing, analyzing and troubleshooting server and network (software & hardware)
- Having Microsoft Certification: MCSA certified is a plus
- Having Cisco Certification: CCNP certified is a plus
- Having good self motivation, fast learner, high degree of integrity, initiative, can do attitude and able to work as a team, humble, good adaptable

Apply

https://www.indomobil.com/careers
WE ARE HIRING!

Merchandiser Executive (Adidas)
Brand Manager (Amazingrace)
Merchandiser Associate Manager (Amazingrace)
Marketing Executive (Amazingrace)
Merchandiser Executive (ELC)
Graphic Designer Intern
Brand Manager - Baby Food (Momami)
Marketing Communication Manager (Mothercare)
Social Media Executive (Mothercare)
Merchandiser (Mothercare)
Sales Executive (Nesspresso)

FOR MORE INFO PLEASE VISIT OUR CAREER PAGE: WWW.KANMOGROUP.COM
We Are Hiring!

Digital Web Content and Creative Manager
Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Kids Fashion
Digital Marketing Manager (Paid)
Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Babies & everything
Online Trading / Merchandising Executive - HIT
Fulfillment operation Executive
Reporting & Data Analyst Executive
Store Fulfilment Operations Executive
Digital Business Analyst (CX/UX) Associate Manager
CRM & Loyalty Manager
SEO Executive
Mobile App Developer Associate Manager
Website support Manager
Online Trading / Merchandiser Executive - Toys
Sales Executive - East
Key Account Executive - Toys
Trade Marketing Manager
Head of Brand - Toys

For more info please visit our career page:
www.kanmogroup.com
We're Hiring!

**GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN**

- Diploma or Bachelor degree with majoring in Design Graphic
- Familiar with Apple environment; Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe After Effect, Adobe Premier
- Has a strong desire and ability to learn
- Have a good attitude to improve and a willingness to learn
- Fluent in English.

For more info please visit our career page:

www.kanmogroup.com
KANMO GROUP

WE ARE HIRING!
JOIN OUR TEAM

- BRAND MANAGER
- GRAPHIC DESIGN
- DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER
- IT SECURITY
- LEGAL SENIOR EXECUTIVE
- SALES B2B
- SEO EXECUTIVE
- MERCHANDISER EXECUTIVE

For more details, please visit https://careers.kanmogroup.com/

recruitment@kanmogroup.com  kanmo.career

SCAN ME
WANTED

URYGENTLY
NEDDED!

BERRYBENKA
Fashion Designer Manager

Requirements:
• Diploma or Bachelor Degree’s of Fashion Design and Graphic Design Major
  • Creativity, innovation and flair
• Have a An eye for colour and a feel for fabrics and materials
• The ability to generate ideas and concepts, initiative and think outside the box
• Design and visualisation skills, either by hand or through computer-aided design (CAD)
  • Ability to make patterns is a plus
  • Good managerial & leadership skills

Responsibilities:
• Managing design process from conception through to final styling.
• Conducting market research to identify new trends, fabrics and techniques, and seeking design inspiration.
• Collaborating with team members to select seasonal themes, make edits to line, and create new concepts.
• Keep up to date with emerging modest fashion trends as well as general trends relating to fabrics, colours and shapes.
  • Selecting fabrics and trims.
• Creating production sketches for development packages.
  • Reviewing product for style and fit.
• Presenting story, mood, color boards, and samples to buyers.
  • Able to present 100 designs per month

Please send your CV to
riwisna@berrybenka.com and putriastri@berrybenka.com
with subject FD_(Name)
or
Please fill out the form at the link bit.ly/recruitmentbb

NB. This Vacancy can be closed anytime.
About the job

Job description:
- Drive / design / build cool digital-solutions (Web, Mobile, AI, Cloud, IoT, Beautiful Data Visualization applications) to solve business problems
- Involve in driving game-changing process improvements in various area, among other – commerce, logistic, plantation, manufacturing, Finance, HR, Procurement and IT
- Demonstrate leadership competency development during the project delivery: Focuses on Customers, Innovates, Realizes People’s Potential, Acts as a Business Owner
- Ability to perform hands-on technical tasks
- Have a lot of fun, continuously learn new things

Job requirements:
- Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree / Post Graduate Degree, Computer Science/Information Technology from reputable university with min GPA 3.20.
- Having 1+ years system development experience is preferred.
- Fresh graduate are welcome to apply.
- One or some combination of the following exposure:
  - UX / UI research
  - Web / mobile development preferably on JavaScript/HTM/CSS, front-end framework (e.g. VueJS), back-end framework (e.g. NodeJS), Android Kotlin / Java
  - Business Intelligence & ETL preferably on Microsoft PowerBI, Microsoft SSIS, Talend
  - AI, machine learning and big data preferably on Python, TensorFlow, Hadoop
  - Willing to travel once in a while, generally when performing system requirement gathering or system deployments
- Strong communication skill and team player.
- Full-Time position(s) available.

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2440653353/?alternateChannel=search&refId=45rLhs59OwYZnnDLxJ9nsQ%3D%3D&trackingId=4AFurkuC0b9nEv41GuRxJQ%3D%3D
Application Development

Requirements:

- Candidate must possess at least Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science/Information Technology or equivalent.
- At least 2 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position.
- Required Skill(s): ASP.NET, Visual C#, MSSQL, Web responsive design (Bootstrap), HTML-5, CSS-3, Database relation and multi-tier programming concept, Web API, MVC, Good Programming and documentation skill.
- Preferably Staff (non-management & non-supervisor) specialized in IT/Computer - Software or equivalent.
- Independent as well as strong teamwork capability
- Quick self-learning and working under minimum supervision
- Easy going and excellent human relationship skills
- Fluent in English (TOEFL : 450)

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Now Hiring!

Activation Provisioning Process

Job Description
- Processing SO (Sales Order) entered into department
- QC customer screening record
- Prepare documents for the provisions of department
- Activation of customer billing
- Process of issuing a WO (Work Order) for installation at the prospect's location

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Now Hiring!

Back End Developer

Requirements:

- High expertise in HTML5, PHP, JavaScript, and MySQL
- Strong knowledge of PHP web frameworks (Laravel)
- Familiarity with SQL databases and their declarative query languages
- Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git
- Prior experience in developing web applications
- Having knowledge in Micro services is a big plus
- Expertise in Golang is a big plus
- Team Player and have a good analytic skills
- Strong attention to detail and constant drive to learn

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Corporate Account Manager

Requirements:

- Candidate must possess at least a Diploma in any field.
- Required language(s): Bahasa Indonesia, English
- At least 1 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position.
- Required Skill(s): Marketing, Negotiating, Prospecting, Communication, Presentation, Microsoft Office
- Preferably Staff (non-management & non-supervisor) specialized in Sales - Corporate or equivalent.
- Have experience in the ISP industry is a point plus
- Good communication presentation skill is a must
- Good looking and good attitude

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Mobile App Developer

Requirements:

- Candidate must possess at least Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science/Information Technology or equivalent.
- At least 1 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position.
- Preferably Staff (non-management & non-supervisor) specialized in IT/Computer - Software or equivalent.
- Strong in application development work experience with any of the following related skills
- Experience in creating secured services to integrate mobile application with backend server components and third party application
- Fluent in English (TOEFL: 450)
- Point Plus: React Native

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Now Hiring!

Head of Branch Medan

Requirements:
- Candidate must possess at least Bachelor’s Degree in any field.
- At least 3 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position.
- Required Skill(s): Advanced Ms. Office (Excel and Powerpoint), Leadership skill, Communication skill, Good analytical, Sales and Marketing
- Preferably Supervisor/Coordinator specialized in Sales - Retail/General or equivalent.
- Good analytical thinking
- Have an experience in ISP industry.
- Placement work in Medan

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Now Hiring!

Presales

Requirements:

- Maximum 30 years old
- Candidate preferred from Bachelor's Degree in Engineering (Computer/Telecommunication), Business Studies/Administration/Management, Economics, Marketing or equivalent.
- At least 1 Year(s) of working experience in IT & Cloud Technology is required for this position.
- Strong Analytical Skills, Strategic Market, Teamwork
- Required Skill(s): Good communication & presentation skill
- Have an experience in system integrator company

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
*Now Hiring!*  

**Sales**

**Requirements:**

Candidate must possess at least Bachelor's Degree in any field.

- Preferably Staff (non-management & non-supervisor) specialized in Sales - Corporate or equivalent
- At least 2-3 Year(s) of working experience in technology service company (Hosting, cloud, managed service, atau technology application or hardware)
- Required Skill(s): Have a good business intuition, analytical, conscientious person, can easily create a relationship with CBN Cloud business or potential partner.

Send CV To : Recruitment@cbn.co.id
Senior Data And Market Analyst

Requirements:

- Minimum GPA: 3.00
- Preferably Staff (non-management & non-supervisor) specialized in Marketing/Business Development or equivalent.
- Candidate must possess at least Diploma in Statistics, Marketing, Economic or any related field.
- At least 3 Year(s) of working experience in the related field is required for this position.
- Required language(s): English
- Required Skill(s): Ms. Office, SQL, Critical Thinking, Market Research, MySQL, Strong Analytical Thinking, Reporting
- Proven market research analysis experience
- Have an experience in ISP industry is a point plus
- Strong communication and presentation skills

Send CV To: Recruitment@cbn.co.id
JIWA Group

jiwa group is Hiring!

Learning and Development Manager

We are looking for someone who's passionate in Learning and Implementation.

Qualification
- Candidate must possess at least Bachelor's Degree in any field.
- At least 3 Years of working experience in the related field is required for this position

Job Description
- Responsible for some outlet employee development training from staff level to section head (customer service, effective communication, operational store, product knowledge, service excellence, stock inventory)
- Extensive knowledge of Training Practices & Organizing, Training Need Analysis (TNA), Training Delivery & Implementation, and Training Evaluation

Send your CV to:
karl@jiwagroup.com
Subjek: Learning and Development
SENIOR BRAND MANAGER

DESCRIPTION
Do you want to lead marketing and commercial plans for one of our billion-dollar brands? The Senior Brand Manager identifies business opportunities and works with the multi-functional team to build cohesive commercial plans! You are expected to lead and collaborate with different subject matter experts to deliver end-to-end plans for the region via qualifying communication ideas, adjusting portfolio pricing and identifying shopping barriers and opportunities.

YOUR TEAM
You will report to the Brand Director for the Category or Business Unit. You will work extensively with colleagues from Consumer Market Knowledge, Sales, Communications, Finance etc. This role will be based in Jakarta, Indonesia.

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE
- Demonstrate positive relationship building skills in initial engagements with multi-functional teams
- Deliver Scorecard Business Targets, in line with the goals of the Business Unit
- Deliver Category growth, market penetration and gaining of New Users via End-to-End In Market Strategy to Execution Delivery
- Successful Design and Deployment of Marketing & Go-To-Market Toolkits for the Brand

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ROLE
- As Senior Brand Manager, you are in charge of managing brand portfolio, ensuring their optimized position regarding strategic, scientific and economic aspects. You will be responsible for establishing marketing strategies, identifying markets and opportunities and determining the feasibility of new product developments in the market.
- Craft brand strategy and be execution champion by building brand equity & drive penetration through an integrated range of innovative and effective consumer strategies and brand activation programs, which engage and excite the consumer / retailers based on insights
- Manage the development and implementation of marketing plans consistent with the regional business strategy, aimed at improving market share and achieving sales and profitability objectives of strategic products and key local products.
- Collaborate with multifunction team, i.e.: Sales, Agencies Partners and Market Intelligence on developing and executing activation programs.
- Assist in the development of brand communication strategy and leads the delivery of winning creative materials against this strategy. Involves
- Identify and recommend new profitable business opportunities, based upon key consumers / retailers insights and in line with strategic fit of the brand;
- Manage and track brand investment and optimize return on investment
• Develop team’s capabilities through day to day coaching and structured development plan.
• Constantly up-grade his/her knowledge of products, market insights, and marketing core skills.

QUALIFICATIONS
• A college degree (Bachelor’s or Master’s is fine, any major are welcome to apply)
• At least 2 years experience, preferably as Product/Brand Manager in Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
• Excellent forward-thinking, strategic and confident leadership skills
• Strength in strategic and analytical thinking
• An ability to drive innovation and brand growth
• Strong communication skills and proficient in English language
• Excellent understanding of Indonesia culture nuances and market landscape

About us
We produce globally recognized brands and we grow the best business leaders in the industry. With a portfolio of trusted brands as diverse as ours, it is paramount our leaders are able to lead with courage the vast array of brands, categories and functions. We serve consumers around the world with one of the strongest portfolios of trusted, quality, leadership brands, including Always®, Ariel®, Gillette®, Head & Shoulders®, Herbal Essences®, Oral-B®, Pampers®, Pantene®, Tampax® and more. Our community includes operations in approximately 70 countries worldwide.
Visit http://www.pg.com to know more.

Our consumers are diverse and our talents - internally - mirror this diversity to best serve it. That is why we’re committed to building a winning culture based on Inclusion and our ideal candidate is passionate about the same principle: you will join our daily effort of being “in touch” so we craft brands and products to improve the lives of the world’s consumers now and in the future. We want you to inspire us with your unrivaled ideas.
We are committed to providing equal opportunities in employment. We do not discriminate against individuals on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital status, citizenship, disability, veteran status, HIV/AIDS status, or any other legally protected factor.

BRM00002242

Job locations: Jakarta, Jawa, Indonesia
Job Type: Full-time
Job categories: Brand: Brand Management / Marketing
Req No: BRM00002242

APPLY NOW
DESCRIPTION
Are you passionate about crunching the numbers to drive strategy in a meaningful way? Or are you passionate about ensuring the compliance in Finance? If so, we have the perfect opportunity for you! A career in Tax Finance at P&G will offer you a broad range of opportunities to grow and learn as a business leader. As a Tax Manager, you will be given responsibility for the business, financial analysis and internal control from day one. You will have the chance to develop an extensive set of skills through a variety of meaningful assignments at a local, regional or global level.

YOUR TEAM
This role reports to a Tax Director and will be based in Jakarta, Indonesia.

WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE
• You successfully combine your technical financial skills and strong communication skills to partner with your business teams to drive business value.
• You thrive working in a diverse environment across multiple markets and regions.
• You have the long-term foresight to optimize financials for your business.

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Manage tax matters to ensure compliance with tax legislations and regulations for local and regional wide.
• Manage local tax audit works, including meeting the tax authorities.
• Manage tax forecast, quarterly tax provisions and other tax accounting related matters.
• Be the tax support for businesses, partnering with business to advise and implement tax strategies.
• Identify and manage the implementation of a range of tax process improvements to manage tax risk.
• Opportunity to work on regional tax projects.

QUALIFICATIONS
• Minimum of bachelor's degree in Accounting/Fiscal Administration
• Minimum of 5 years of working experience in Tax with the Big 4 accounting firms or MNCs
• Have good communication skills and excellent in English (verbal and written)
• Strong interpersonal skills and a team player with ability to work across multi-functions.
• Ability to operate independently with strong drive and leadership.

About us
We produce globally recognized brands and we grow the best business leaders in the industry. With a portfolio of trusted brands as diverse as ours, it is paramount our leaders are able to lead
with courage the vast array of brands, categories and functions. We serve consumers around the world with one of the strongest portfolios of trusted, quality, leadership brands, including Always®, Ariel®, Gillette®, Head & Shoulders®, Herbal Essences®, Oral-B®, Pampers®, Pantene®, Tampax® and more. Our community includes operations in approximately 70 countries worldwide.

Visit http://www.pg.com to know more.

Our consumers are diverse and our talents - internally - mirror this diversity to best serve it. That is why we’re committed to building a winning culture based on Inclusion and our ideal candidate is passionate about the same principle: you will join our daily effort of being “in touch” so we craft brands and products to improve the lives of the world’s consumers now and in the future.

We want you to inspire us with your unrivaled ideas.

We are committed to providing equal opportunities in employment. We do not discriminate against individuals on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital status, citizenship, disability, veteran status, HIV/AIDS status, or any other legally protected factor.

FIN00005161

Job locations: Jakarta, Jawa, Indonesia
Job Type: Full-time
Job categories: Finance & Accounting
Req No: FIN00005161

APPLY NOW